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editorial

Sylvain Ekel

Senior Account Technology Strategy Manager
Microsoft Windows Embedded EMEA
Dear Windows Embedded partners and device manufacturers,
Our latest product, Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry, has just been broadly released to the market. This
opens a range of opportunity in Embedded and specialized devices by enabling our devices to leverage
the latest Windows technology platform.
This release is outstanding as this product offers a complete “no compromise” approach: It is in essence a
full Windows 8.1 plus embedded capabilities for locking-down, branding and customizing the platforms.
This enables to you create a truly differentiated experience for your devices, with the ease of integration
within an enterprise network, as well as reuse of the legacy applications.
Consider for instance an Industry specific vertical device. Powered by Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry, it
can re-use the connectivity, touch, and new application development model while not compromising the
ease of integration within an enterprise network, as well as running legacy desktop applications.
Building Windows Embedded solutions and delivering on the intelligent systems opportunity is not only
about great products, but also about great partners. This is why the relationship with Windows Embedded
partners and Microsoft remains significant and important. In July 2013, at the Microsoft Worldwide Partner
Conference, the Windows Embedded team announced our plans to transition program administration of
the Windows Embedded Partner Program ecosystem into the Microsoft Partner Network (MPN).
In January 2014, the Windows Embedded Partner Program (WEPP) will be transitioning program management of our partner ecosystem into the Microsoft Partner Network (MPN), providing our partners with
additional resources and opportunities. As part of this transition, we will launch a new competency, Intelligent Systems, to represent the central community for Intelligent Systems partners. Qualifying partners will
receive extensive benefits, including tools and resources for training, sales, and marketing to help them
develop their Intelligent Systems practice.
Last but not least, as we design the next generation of embedded devices, another important date on
many people’s calendar is April 2014. This will mark the end of the Windows XP Professional extended
support. I encourage everyone to contact their Microsoft or Windows Embedded distributor account team
to understand what it means for their current devices.
Sylvain
More Info
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/windows-embedded/
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsembedded/en-us/windows-embedded-8-industry.aspx
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Windows
Embedded 8
Comparison

Elbacom has created a
special website for Windows Embedded 8 products that shows the differences between all
available products. Also
each Windows Embedded 8 product received
its own product website
explaining even further
details.
The overview website can
be found on
www.elbacom.com/we8

Elbacom’s
Intelligent System

The Project Knight 2000
is Elbacom’s showcase for
an intelligent system. It is
a car that is completely
powered by Microsoft
technologies. The car-pc
runs on Windows Embedded 8 Standard and it
connects to the Windows
Azure cloud services to be
controllable via Windows
Phone, Windows Embedded 8, Windows 8 and
Windows RT devices such
as the Microsoft Surface
RT. It is using Microsoft’s
Kinect for Windows to
recognize people in front
of the car and has speech
recognition that understands more than 80
voice commands in Ger-

man and English.
The car also made an
appearance on the Embedded World 2013 in
Nuremberg and was remotely shown off via a
Skype video connection
on the SPS IPC Drives in
2012.
A dedicated project website is available at
www.driveembedded.com

Electronic
Customer License
Agreement

With the CLA version 5
Microsoft
transformed
the old physical signing
process into a modern
digital one. If a new CLA
is required, Elbacom will
initiate the new eCLA process for the customer. It is
required that the customer uses an email address
that can be converted
into a Windows Live-ID
(or Microsoft Account).
Once the process is initiated, a welcome email is
sent to the given email
address. When clicking
on the “Click Here...” link
in the mail, the customer
can fill out all the required
data for the company. After submitting Elbacom
and Microsoft will double-check all the entries.
Once this is done, the customer will receive another

mail from DocuSign that
contains the Customer
License Agreement ready
for a digital signature.
After the CLA has been
counter-signed by Microsoft, it is active for two
years. The renewal process is almost identical to
the described one.
The digital CLA has reduced the time required
to sign a CLA significantly!
More details are available
on the elbacom.com website.

MyOEM

Microsoft has successfully transitioned from
the old Microsoft OEM
Embedded Communication Extranet (ECE) to the
new Microsoft MyOEM
platform. All required information regarding Additional Licensing Terms,
End User License Agreements, important communications and digital
product update downloads are available on the
site. The access to MyOEM
can be requested once a
valid CLA is in place.

Digital Only ALTs

The Additional License
Terms (ALTs) for a product
will no longer be attached
to the license enveloped
in the future. Microsoft
is changing the process
to make the current ALTs
available only on MyOEM.
There will not be a physical copy attached to the
envelopes anymore. The
new Customer License
Agreement 5.1, that is
being introduced beginning of 2014, will already
include notes regarding
this.

Free Windows
Embedded 8
Standard Toolkit

Microsoft
has
made
the toolkit for Windows
Embedded 8 Standard
free of charge. It can be
downloaded from the
windowsembedded.com
website. Please note that
the runtime product key
that comes with the toolkit is valid only for 180days. Images created with
this key cannot be converted to a full version!
Please always request the
full version runtime key
from
www.elbacom.com/getkey
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Windows
Embedded
Server 2012 (R2)

Windows Server 2012
comes with many new
features and enhancements for different server
roles. One noticeable new
feature is a new management console that allows
managing multiple servers accessing and configuring all server within
a domain from a single
management console.
Many other improvements were done to Hyper-V which is Microsoft‘s
low-level hypervisor. In
the new 2012 version it
allows a live-migration
of a virtual machine from
one hard disk to another even while the VM is running. All services hosted
by the VM are not interrupted during the transfer.
Additionally Server 2012
allows to live-migrate a
virtual machine to a different Hyper-V host that
is also based on Windows
Server 2012. All services
of the VM will be avail-

able during the migration.
Once the move to the new
server is done all clients
will be automatically redirected to the new physical
location of the VM.
A new feature called Hyper-V Replica allows to
create a full snapshot of
a virtual machine on a
remote server. This snapshot can be done every 15
minutes. It is helpful for
setting up a test environment with the most recent
data or can be used as an
emergency backup if the
real VM crashes.
Other enhancements of
the new Windows Server 2012 include better
hardware
off-loading,
NIC teaming to increase
the network throughput,
storage spaces and thin
provisioning, etc.
The core installation has
also been improved. A
core installation does only
install the core Windows
system, but does not in-

clude the full desktop UI.
Therefore it requires less
disk space and also reduces the attack surface
and the amount of Windows Updates that need
to be installed. Many
updates are only necessary for Internet Explorer,
Media Player, etc. These
components are not present in a core installation.
As some applications
might still require the
Windows Explorer interface to be installed properly - it is now possible to
temporarily add the full
Desktop interface to the
system. Then the applications can be installed and
afterwards the server can
be reverted back to the
core installation state.
The second release of
Windows Server 2012 just
became available. Again it
adds more features and
functionality to the server
operating system. For example it adds a new VM
type to Hyper-V called the
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“Generation 2 Virtual Machines”. These machines
no longer contain emulated hardware. Instead
they use synthetic VM
Bus hardware only. This
increases the speed of the
virtual machines. Hyper-V
also received an “VMConnect Enhanced Mode”
allowing better interaction with the VM from the
management consoles.
It also allows redirecting
USB, Audio, Printers, etc.
making it available in the
VM.
Windows Server 2012 and
2012 R2 is also available
in the embedded space.
Technically both systems
are identical to the retail
counterparts.
However
the licensing is different
which allows all embedded server systems to be
available for 15 years after they got released. Also
special SKUs, such as Essentials that requires no
CALs, are available!
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Windows
Embedded 8
In March 2013 Microsoft
has released a series of
new embedded operating systems - all based on
Windows 8. The most important common component of these embedded
operating systems is, that
they are all compatible to
the retail version of Windows 8. This means that
if an application or driver
runs on a retail Windows
8, it will also work on the
embedded version (if all
dependencies are included as well). Also all systems are available for the
32-bit as well as for the
64-bit architecture.
This eases the choice
when deciding which version to use, because the
main choice is now depending on the devices
usage scenario and also
which additional embedded features are required.
This article will give an
overview about the Windows Embedded 8 operating systems and will explain the main differences
between the versions but
also will have a look at
the new Embedded Lockdown Features that are
included in some versions
of the OS.

Windows
Embedded 8 Pro

The version that is technically identical to the
retail version is Windows
Embedded 8 Pro. It only
differs in licensing and
that product keys are
different between retail
and embedded version.
This means that all familiar tools for installation,
deployment, etc. can be
used as well on this version. It is the easiest way
to switch from retail to
embedded.

Windows
Embedded 8
Standard

The most flexible version
of Windows Embedded 8
is Windows Embedded 8
Standard. It is the direct
successor of Windows
Embedded Standard 7.
This version of the OS is
based on Windows 8 Pro
- however it is split into
modules to allow building
a fully customized version
of the system.
The flexibility of the OS allows the creation of more
secure and smaller footprint devices as unnecessary modules will not be
included in the final version of the image. Therefore this also reduces a

possible attack surface.
The minimum footprint
of Windows Embedded
8 Standard is about 1 GB
- the size varies a bit depending on the system
architecture.

Installation

The installation is using the same principle
as Windows Embedded
Standard 7. That means
that the installation is always done directly on the
target device by using
the Image Builder Wizard.
This tool basically looks
like a regular Windows 8
setup but with additional
wizard pages that allow
in-depth selection of the
features that should be
installed. These features
include drivers, operating system modules, language packs and custom
modules.
Once the installation is
done, the resulting Windows image will start
and present the Out-OfBox-Experience-Wizard
(OOBE) like any other
Windows
installation.
From there the installation can be enriched by
installing the custom applications and making
other changes to create
the golden master image.

When creating a golden
master image, it is recommended to run sysprep
first, to remove all unique
IDs and to generalize the
image. Once this is done
the installation can be
cloned onto other devices.
The second tool, the Image Configuration Editor
allows creating answer
files to run the setup
completely unattended.
Also OOBE and possible
application setups can be
automated with it.
Image Configuration Editor is a very powerful and
complex tool that installs
on a development machine (Windows 7 or later).
The configuration including the settings will be
stored in an XML answer
file. This answer file can
be used in Image Builder
Wizard to automate the
installation on the target device. Alternatively
the Image Configuration
Editor can create a customized Image Builder
Wizard disc or USB installation that includes only
the modules needed for
the created configuration.
This output can then be
booted on the target de-
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Base Feature
Common Feature
Unique Feature

Full Branding Support

Windows 8 Pro Features

Windows Embedded 8
Pro

POS.NET

Module Designer

Pre-Configured Image

Modular Image

Lockdown Features

Lockdown Features

Embedded Activation

Embedded Activation

Windows 8 Pro Features

Windows 8 Pro Features

Windows Embedded 8
Industry Pro
Industry Pro Retail

Windows Embedded 8
Standard

Embedded Lockdown Features

The Embedded Lockdown Features of Windows Embedded 8 Standard and Windows Embedded 8 Industry Pro (Retail) offer branding options and
protection for every cycle in the device runtime. The Unified Write Filter can protect the device from unwanted changes to the disk whereas the Unbranded Boot, Embedded Logon and App Launcher can help brand the device to a corporate design and hide the Windows logos completely.

Unified Write Filter
App
Launcher
Custom Shell
Launcher

Unbranded
Boot

Boot

Embedded
Logon

Dialog Filter

Gesture Filter

Auto Logon

Message Box
Auto Reply

Keyboard Filter

Logon

Application

Shutdown
Resolver

Shutdown
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vice to run the setup with
the answer file automatically.

Windows
Embedded 8
Industry Pro

Windows Embedded 8
Industry Pro is a preconfigurated version by
Microsoft of Windows
Embedded 8 Standard.
That means that the system installs a pre-defined
image on the target system. However it allows
to customize this image
a bit after installation by
using the “Turn Windows
Features on or off” dialog. The setup is done directly on the target device
by running through the
custom setup that Microsoft specially created for
this version of Windows
Embedded. It enables an
easy and fast installation,
by using a touch screen
only, directly on the device.

Windows
Embedded 8
Industry Pro
Retail

Windows Embedded 8
Industry Pro has a special
retail SKU that is targeted
specially for Point of Service devices. This makes
it the direct successor
of Windows Embedded

Setup

POSReady 7.
Windows Embedded 8 Industry Pro Retail is technically identical to the
Windows Embedded 8
Industry Pro version - it
only differs in terms of
licensing. The retail SKUs
can be used on devices
that have their main function as digital signage,
kiosk, point of service or
similar. The advantage by
using this SKU is that it is
cheaper than the regular
Industry Pro SKU.

Embedded
Activation

Windows Embedded 8
Standard and Industry
Pro (Retail) have Embedded Activation included.
This means that only one
product key must be entered when creating the
master image. After cloning the key must not be
changed - only the device needs to be activated
once. Another benefit is,
that devices will not show
activation reminders and
will not reboot in case the
device is not yet activated.
The functionality of the
device will never be compromised! Please contact
us for more details and a
PowerShell script to automate activation.

OOBE

Lockdown
Features

Windows Embedded 8
Standard and Windows
Embedded 8 Industry Pro
including Retail contain
additional features that
are unique to the embedded versions of the operating system.
These features enhance
the security of the device and also allow device branding to create a
consistent look and feel
across all devices.

Branding

To create devices that
support the corporate
identity it is important to
remove and/or replace
Windows logos with the
company logo.
By using the Unbranded
Boot module in Windows
Embedded 8 Standard
it is possible to customize the boot appearance
of Windows. By default
this module will suppress
any kind of text or logo
during the devices boot
process. It also can block
access to the F8 and F10
boot menu. In case the
device is already using
UEFI it is possible to place
the custom boot logo in
the UEFI firmware. Windows will then display this
logo during the boot.

Desktop

To skip the logon screen
and boot directly into
the custom application,
two other features can
be used. First the Custom
Logon feature is used
to skip the logon screen
completely in case an automatic logon is configured (this is recommended!). Second either the
Custom Shell Launcher or
the App Launcher is used
to boot directly into the
custom application. This
way the logon screen is
completely bypassed and
also the regular Windows
desktop will not appear.
Instead the custom application will be loaded
directly.
During the applications
runtime there are additional features that can
prevent the user from
getting out of the application. One of these features is the Gesture Filter.
This filter can disable all
or some edge gestures
for touch and also the hot
corners for the mouse.
Another feature is the
Keyboard Filter that allows disabling keys and
key combinations. This
includes the Ctrl+Alt+Del
combination. The filtering
of keys can be disabled
for administrators so that
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only users can’t access
them. Also filtering is disabled on the logon screen
so that entering the password is always possible.
With Dialog Filter it is
possible to block unwanted windows and dialogs.
The filter suppresses any
kind of window that has
been added to the blacklist. Therefore it is also
possible to block unwanted dialogs (open, print,
save, ...) of third party applications. This also helps
to keep a user within the
application and hinder
him from getting out. Additionally Dialog Filter allows to create a white list
of allowed processes to
run. Any process that is
not on the white list will
be blocked. This enables
an even better lockdown
of the device.
The Unified Write Filter
(UWF) combines the best
of the previous Enhanced
Write Filter, File Based
Write Filter and Registry
Filter. It prevents unwanted changes to the system
and disk drives by redirecting all writes to a RAM
overlay. Windows and all
applications will not notice any difference and
will work as usual. However if a file gets deleted on

a protected volume, it will
only be marked as deleted in the overlay. On the
disk itself the file still exists. The same thing happens if a new file is being
created. It only exists in
the RAM overlay but not
on the disk.
When using a flash device
the Unified Write Filter
has an additional benefit:
It will increase the lifetime
of the flash the system will
only read data from the
flash but it will not write
on it. Therefore the flash
does not wear out!
The Unified Write Filter
also allows to create exclusions on protected volumes. This is helpful if an
application needs to write
data, e.g. SQL database,
logs files, configuration,
etc. UWF allows to create exclusions on a file
and folder base. If any
excluded file is written, it
bypasses the RAM overlay
and gets written directly
to the disk.
A new feature of the UWF
compared to the Enhanced Write Filter and
File Based Write Filter is
the new Servicing Mode.
It allows an easy installation of Windows Updates
and any other application.
Other applications can
simply be entered into a
specific batch file that will

Embedded Lockdown Manager

be executed during service mode.
During servicing a screen
saver is being displayed
that can be replaced by
a custom one to keep the
corporate branding. The
screen saver itself cannot
be exited.
Once servicing is complete the system will start
again in the protected
mode.

Embedded
Lockdown
Manager

Most Embedded Lockdown Features can be
easily configured within
Windows Embedded 8.
Microsoft has created a
new Management Console snap-In called the
“Embedded
Lockdown
Manager” (ELM).
All installed and configurable Lockdown Features will be listed in the
MMC snap-in. From there
the configuration can be
done graphically within
minutes. There is no need
anymore to do the configuration from the command line (however the
possibility is still there).
Furthermore the Embedded Lockdown Manager allows configuring
remote device. As with
most MMC snap-ins the
ELM allows to connect

Industry Pro Setup

to a remote machine and
configure all settings remotely. This can be very
helpful in case the target device is completely
locked-down and there
is no easy access to the
Windows Desktop and
the MMC.
Another great feature
of the Embedded Lockdown Manager is, that it
allows exporting the settings for all, or specific
Lockdown Features into a
PowerShell script. Once
this is done the script can
be used on a different device to reapply the same
settings.

WMI &
PowerShell

All Lockdown Features
provide a Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) interface that allows controlling and querying the status of specific features from custom
applications.
Toolkit & OPK
The toolkit of Windows Embedded 8
Standard is now free of charge and
can be downloaded from
www.elbacom.com/we8stoolkit
The installation media for Windows
Embedded 8 Pro and Windows
Embedded 8 Industry Pro (Retail),
the OPKs, can be retrieved free of
charge when a valid Customer License Agreement (CLA) is in place.

Windows 8.1 Desktop
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Upgrade Availability
Windows Embedded 8

Windows Embedded 8.1

Pro

Pro

Windows Embedded 8

Windows Embedded 8.1

Industry Pro
Industry Pro Retail

Industry Pro
Industry Pro Retail

Windows Embedded 8
Standard

Windows Embedded Industry Pro Changes
Base Feature
Common Feature
Unique Feature

USB Filter

POS.NET

POS.NET

Embedded Lockdown Features

Embedded Lockdown Features

Customized Touch Setup

Regular Windows Setup

Windows Embedded 8 Standard

Windows Embedded 8.1 Pro

Windows Embedded 8
Industry Pro
Industry Pro Retail

Windows Embedded 8.1
Industry Pro
Industry Pro Retail
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Windows
Embedded 8.1
The new Windows 8.1 update, which was released
on 18th October 2013,
is also available for most
versions of the embedded
counterparts.
It brings many improvements and changes.
One of the most requested features was the return
of the Start button. In 8.1
it is now back at its original place. A click on it will
switch between the Start
Screen and the current
application or desktop.
The update also enables
the possibility to boot
directly to the Windows
desktop instead of the
Start Screen.
Other enhancements include a touch-friendly
version of the control
panel, automatic app
updates, enhanced start
screen
personalization,
deep SkyDrive integration in Windows - including the Windows File Explorer, Miracast, different
scaling settings for different screens, integrated
Bing search, lockscreen
slideshows, etc.
Some of the new features
are also useful in the embedded area. For example
the boot to desktop func-

tionality can be used if no
custom shell is used and
users or OEMs like to bypass the Start Screen.
The Windows 8.1 update
is available for Windows
Embedded 8 Pro and
Windows Embedded 8
Industry Pro (Retail). A
free field upgrade option
exists for both operating systems that allows
upgrading devices in the
field without additional
costs. (For more details
regarding Field Upgrades
please have a look at
page 20).
The update brings dramatic changes to Windows Embedded 8 Industry Pro (Retail) because
for this OS SKU it is not
a simple update! This is
because the original Windows Embedded 8 Industry Pro (Retail) was based
on a pre-configured version of Windows Embedded 8 Standard, whereas
the 8.1 version of the OS
is based on Windows Embedded 8.1 Pro!
The benefit of the change
is that the system has
now full compatibility to
a regular version of Windows 8.1 Pro. Addition-

al to the full OS, it still
contains all Embedded
Lockdown Features, the
POS.NET library and the
new USB filter.
Another feature change
that comes together with
the base-OS change is,
that the 8.1 setup is now
also identical to a regular
Windows 8.1 setup. The
customized touch-friendly version of the Windows
Embedded 8 Industry Pro
(Retail) is no longer included.

USB Filter

The new introduced USB
Filter in Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro (Retail) allows to filter USB
devices based on their
USB connector and hardware ID. This way it can
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be configured that only
specific USB devices are
allowed to be connected
to the system. By using
the vendors hardware ID,
only devices of a certain
vendor are installed on
the system. This is an additional increase of the
devices security.
Currently the USB Filter
can be configured by using WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation
Interface) and PowerShell
- or from within any custom application that can
interface with WMI. The
samples on MSDN are
very useful to configure
the new Lockdown Feature properly.

How to get Windows Embedded 8.1
Windows Embedded 8.1 Pro and Windows
Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro (Retail) can be ordered as a free OEM Pre-Installation Kit (OPK)
from Elbacom.
The update contains the full installation media. Upgrading existing Windows Embedded
8 Pro installations is supported. Windows
Embedded 8 Industry Pro (Retail) can be upgraded - however all applications must be reinstalled.
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Elbacom provides many
unique tools that are
very helpful for developers when creating new
devices based on Windows Embedded Standard products. The tools
support and enhance the
building process and also
ease the servicing of existing images.
Most of the tools are
available completely for
free to download from
the
www.elbacom.com
website.

DISMUI

Since Windows Embedded Standard 7 there is
a powerful built-in system tool that allows the
customization an configuration of the system
image. This tool is called
DISM (Deployment Image Servicing and Man-

Unique
Tools
agement). DISM is a very
powerful command line
tool that can add and remove feature packages
from Windows Embedded Standard 7, Windows
Embedded POSReady 7
and Windows Embedded 8 Standard. However
the tool requires a lot of
knowledge as it does not
do security checks, such
as dependency, conflict
or minimum requirements checking. Therefore it is possible to destroy the running image
completely with a wrong
command.
These risks and the usability of the command line
tool were the reason for
creating DISMUI. DISMUI
is an easy-to-use graphical wrapper for the DISM
command. It contains
many security checks, in-

cluding the dependency
check, conflict check,
minimum requirements
check, etc. to ensure that
the modified image is still
working properly.
The UI looks very similar
to the original setup so
that the image servicing
process is easy to understand.
Once started, DISMUI
will automatically find
the correct media for the
distribution share or catalog (the directories that
contain all available OS
feature packages or modules). After clicking “Next”
the tool will enumerate
all available features and
also all installed features.
By checking and unchecking those features
the system image can be
easily modified. Additionally DISMUI shows the es-

timated footprint impact
of the current selection
and also offers a “Dependency Tree” of the current
selected feature.
Windows
Embedded
POSReady 7 has the requirement to service a
runtime image offline.
Meaning that the system
must be booted from
Windows PE (or the setup
media) to service the installed image. The servicing must be done from
command line. This is not
an easy task for many users. Therefore DISMUI
has an easy solution for
this. In case the tool is
run on Windows Embedded POSReady 7 it will
activate the “Service image offline” functionality.
This enables users to use
DISMUI the same way as
usual while POSReady 7 is
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running. All feature modifications can be selected
online. However instead
of making the changes
online, DISMUI will create
a temporary Windows PE
image. Then the system
will reboot automatically
into this Windows PE image and DISMUI will do all
the changes offline. After
this is done it will remove
the Windows PE image
and boot again into the
modified POSReady installation. This way the
POSReady installation is
being modified offline
without any manual command line steps!
DISMUI can also be integrated into Windows Embedded POSReady 7. This
feature was made because
POSReady allows end users to modify the operating system. This task was
easy in previous versions
of POSReady and is again
supported in Windows
Embedded Industry 8 (&
8.1). In these versions it
was possible to do this via
the “Turn Windows Features on or off” dialog or
in the “Windows Setup”
dialog in the control panel. However POSReady
7 lacks this functionality.
Therefore DISMUI can

help here with the integration feature.
Once integrated, DISMUI
can be launched from
the Start Menu by typing
“Turn Windows Features
on or off”. DISMUI will
then appear in a similar
fashion like the original
Windows features dialog. In this mode end users can modify the image
very comfortable by just
enabling or disabling the
Windows Features they
want. DISMUI will not
show any further dialog
and will also service the
image offline through the
Windows PE method described earlier.
DISMUI has many other
features. For a full feature
list please have a look at
the DISMUI page on the
Elbacom website!

Windows Offline
Configurator

Ever had a target device
where the installation
of Windows Embedded
took ages? If so Windows Offline Configurator is the right product!
It allows the installation
of Windows Embedded
Standard 7, Windows Embedded POSReady 7 and
Windows Embedded 8

Standard on a fast development machine. Usually
the installation only takes
10-20 minutes depending
on the image configuration - whereas the same
installation can take up to
one hour on a real device!
Windows Offline Configurator uses the same
known look and feel of
the original setup experiences. To use it only the
setup media of the OS
needs to be inserted into
the development machine. After that the Windows Offline Configurator
can be started. It will immediately recognize the
operating system type
and will start the setup
wizard. The setup wizard
also contains additional
wizard pages and contains additional functionality when compared to
the original setup. As an
example, Windows Offline
Configurator will show
the footprint estimation
of Windows Embedded
8 Standard installations the original setup doesn’t.
Also it allows showing a
dependency tree of a selected component.
Additionally
Windows
Offline
Configurator
contains the complete

configuration
of
the
Out-Of-Box-Experience
(OOBE) that allows configuring the computer name,
user name and password,
entering the product key,
specifying the network
location, time zone, etc.
already during the setup.
Therefore the resulting
image does not need any
further configuration of
the Windows features.
Windows Offline Configurator also allows the
installation of the image
to a VHD (Virtual Hard
Disk). This enables an
easy transfer of the created image to the target
hardware - only one file
needs to be copied and
only the boot manager
needs to be written.
The most powerful option of Windows Offline
Configurator is that it allows full customization
of Windows Embedded
POSReady 7 prior the installation. While the original setup only allows to
install the pre-configured
image done by Microsoft,
Windows Offline Configurator provides the same
flexibility as with Windows
Embedded Standard 7.
That means that it allows
the usage of templates,
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allows to add or remove
feature packages, such as
Internet Explorer already
prior to the installation
and also adds the full
configuration of OOBE.
This enables a much faster
and more flexible installation of Windows Embedded POSReady 7 - just by
using an alternative setup
tool!
A full feature list of the
tool is available on the
product website on
www.elbacom.com!

Driver Extractor

The Driver Extractor allows extracting drivers
from a running Windows
installation. This can be
helpful if a driver is no
longer available online.
The UI looks similar to
Windows’ device manger.
Once all required drivers
are selected the tool offers three options to export the driver: #1 export
only the driver files. #2
convert the driver into a
component for Windows
XP Embedded and Windows Embedded Standard 2009 or #3 create a
module for Windows Embedded 8 Standard.
An additional feature allows converting drivers

(INF files) directly into a
component or module
based on the output selection. This saves some
time because using Component Designer or Module Designer is not necessary.
As an additional feature,
the tool can also create a
Device Information output similar to the Target
Analyzer Probe (TAP). The
output file can be used
during the image creation
to include all device drivers enumerated in the
file. This is important for
devices that are only recognizable once another
device driver has been installed.

Driver Injector

The Driver Injector allows an easy injection of
all device drivers into a
Windows installation. It
can be helpful if drivers
for different devices are
located in a special driver
repository. In any case the
Driver Injector will find
the appropriate driver
files and allow injecting
them in the currently running Windows installation
or into an offline installation.
Another benefit of the

tool is to be able to see
what a driver file will
change on the system.
This can be done by using
the “Explore INF” option.
Opening an INF file with
this option will show a
complete list of files, registry settings, etc. that will
be copied to the system
and their location.
This option can also be
helpful if a driver installation fails and only an error
message like “Could not
find section specified” is
displayed. When opening
the INF file of the driver
that couldn’t be installed,
the tool will highlight all
files that are required for
the installation, but are
missing from the system
in red color. Once the
missing files have been
copied to the system, the
driver installation should
succeed.

Elbacom
Embedded
Toolkit

The Elbacom Embedded Toolkit is containing
a very helpful set of new
tools. Including the Windows Online Configurator,
the Windows Deployment
Tool, Windows Recovery
Creator and the Elba-

com Media Creator. The
toolkit is specially packaged with tools that support Windows Embedded Standard 7, Windows
Embedded POSReady 7
and Windows Embedded
8 Standard installations.
However it can be used as
well to create and deploy
other Windows installations, such as Windows
XP based systems.
The combination of all
tools provided with the
toolkit ease the development process and also
support creating special
recovery media to ship
with the devices.

Windows Online
Configurator

The Windows Online
Configurator is the same
powerful tool as the Windows Offline Configurator. It is included in the
Elbacom Embedded Toolkit. However it can be
used directly on the target device to build Windows Embedded images.
It comes together with a
media creator tool that allows creating a Windows
PE setup media containing the tool easily. The
benefit of using Windows
Online Configurator is
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that is allows configuring Windows Embedded
POSReady 7 prior the installation and also allows
advanced configuration
of Windows Embedded
Standard 7 and Windows
Embedded 8 Standard
including the OOBE settings. Additionally the
tool can preserve the
Windows Embedded 8
Standard activation state
if a previous installation is
present on the device.

Windows
Deployment Tool

The Windows Deployment Tool, also included
in the Elbacom Embedded Toolkit, allows to
create master images of
Windows
installations
very easily. The tool runs
under Windows PE (that
can be created by using
the Elbacom Media Builder). Once started it allows
to either create a new image or to deploy an existing image. When creating a new master image,
the tool will display all
available volumes. It will
also show the content of
each drive with the exact
Windows version, boot
manager, etc. on it. After
selecting all the volumes

that should be stored in
the image, the tool does
some additional security
checks. For example, if a
Windows installation was
selected but the boot
manager is missing, it will
suggest to add the missing volume to the image. Also it recognizes if
a mounted VHD volume
shall be captured together with the volumes
where the VHD file resides
on. In this case the VHD
content would be stored
twice. Therefore the tool
suggests to remove the
mounted VHD file volumes from the image. After the selection has been
made the tool asks for an
image filename. Either a
new file can be created
or an existing file can be
used. If an existing file is
being used the images
will be appended to the
existing file. After that the
tool will create the image
and also store the partition layout for an easy restore process.
When restoring an image,
the tool will show all available volumes within an
image file. These volumes
are grouped by the time
the image was created
to easily find all volumes

that belong together.
After the selection was
made the tool will suggest to recreate the original disk layout. If this is
preferred no further selections are necessary.
However if a different disk
layout shall be created
the tool allows full disk
management operations
to create, modify and delete partitions. Once all
image volumes have been
mapped to the physical
partitions it will restore
the images.
The tool saves a lot of time
because there is no need
to use ImageX or DISM to
create WIM files anymore.
The tool also uses the
powerful WIM format to
store the images.

Windows
Recovery Creator

The Windows Recovery
Creator, another component of the Elbacom
Embedded Toolkit, can
be used to create custom recovery media for
DVD and USB medias. It
can use images that have
been created by the Windows Deployment Tool
(or DISM or ImageX). The
resulting recovery wizard
is very easy to use and

can be customized. With
the recovery wizard, an
end user can easily restore the device back to
the original state.

Elbacom
Media Creator

Elbacom Media Creator,
also a part of the Elbacom
Embedded Toolkit, is used
to create the various Windows PE medias, that are
required for the Windows
Online Configurator, Windows Deployment Tool
and Windows Recovery
Creator.
It will download and install all required tools
from the Microsoft website. Each custom Windows PE image contains a
launcher tool. It allows to
choose which tool should
be started when booting
from the resulting Windows PE media. Elbacom
Media Creator will recognize all available Elbacom
tools and enable them to
be included in the resulting setup media.
A complete feature list of
all tools is available on the
Elbacom website at:
www.elbacom.com
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Windows
Embedded
Compact 2013
Windows
Embedded
Compact 2013 is the latest release of Microsoft
hard-realtime operating
system.
The development tool,
Platform Builder, is now
integrated in Visual Studio 2012. This allows to
use the same toolset as
for it is being used for
desktop development
Several OS improvements
have been made in the
new version, including
and enhanced network
performance, a DHCP v6

client, L2TP/IPsec over
IPv6 for VPN connectivity,
etc.
The new version has been
streamlined to focus on
the scenarios the are
most relevant to customers of Windows Embedded Compact. In doing
this Microsoft has merged
some catalog items and
enabled some by default
- some features were also
removed from the catalog.
Windows

Embedded

Compact 2013 also provides new OS Design templates. Five new templates
are included to make the
OS design simpler.
The new .NET Compact
Framework 3.9 is also included, which is an upgrade from .NET Compact
3.5, that has been used in
earlier versions of Windows Embedded Compact. The new 3.9 version
brings improvements like
a smaller memory footprint and a faster startup
time - still it is backward

compatible to 3.5.
Microsoft also added new
Board Support Packages (BSPs) to enable new
hardware designs based
on AMD G-Series and the
ARMv7T2 based Texas Instruments OMAP 4470.
Windows
Embedded
Compact 2013 also enables a faster boot by using a new feature called
“Snapshot Boot”. With
snapshot boot it is possible to save the state of
the device to the storage
device. When the device
is started the next time it
will restore the save state.
This feature is similar to
the hibernation mode in a
regular Windows version.
The improved XAML support in Windows Embedded Compact 2013 allows
to create even better and
richer user interfaces easily.
Visual Studio 2012 now
includes Expression Blend
for Visual Studio 2012 allowing to create the UI
within the same toolset.
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Windows XP

End of Support
The support for Windows
XP based products will
end on 8th April, 2014.
That mean that Microsoft
will no longer release updates for these operating
systems, including new
security updates, nonsecurity hotfixes, free or
paid assisted support options or online technical
content updates.
It is important to start
upgrading existing products that are dependent
on Windows Updates or
support now!
Upgrading to a newer
version of Windows also
has many other benefits.
For one the new operating systems have more
features than the XPbased versions. For the
other, those systems are
still supported by Microsoft until at least 2020.

ded) to its successors
Windows
Embedded
Standard 7 and Windows
Embedded 8 Standard.
As the graphic shows
the newer versions contain many new helpful
features compared to the
XP-based system.
A migration to a newer
operating system is also
important when taking
a look at the driver support for new hardware
devices. Some vendors
no longer offer drivers for
Windows XP.
The support cycle of Microsoft Windows Embedded is split into two parts.
During the first five years a
product gets Mainstream
support. During this time

frame the products gets in 90 days of the ending
free hotfixes, security up- mainstream support.
dates, no-charge incident After the Extended supsupport, warranty claims, port time frame is over
and Microsoft takes de- also security patches are
sign changes and feature no longer provided.
requests.
If security is important
After the five years of consider migrating to a
Mainstream support a newer version of Winproduct gets an addition- dows now before supal five years of Extended port runs out!
support. During the Extended support phase More details at:
Microsoft is still provid- support.microsoft.com/lifecycle
ing security updates for
the
operating
system,
howWinRT
ever most additional support
does only exist
Unified Write Filter
if an extended
support
contract has been
Embedded Lockdown
purchased with-

32 & 64 Bit

32 & 64 Bit

Windows Update

Windows Update

Feature Packages

Feature Packages

Easy Setup

Easy Setup

Lockdown Features

Lockdown Features

Lockdown Features

Componentized

Componentized

Componentized

The
graphics
below
shows a comparison of
Windows XP Embedded
(and Windows Embedded Standard 2009 as it
is the refreshed version
of Windows XP Embed-

Windows XP
Embedded

Windows Embedded
Standard 7

Windows Embedded 8
Standard
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Field Upgrades
Upgrade existing devices that are out in the field
to a newer Windows version
Imagine you have a Point
of Service device based
on Windows Embedded
POSReady 2009 that has
already been shipped to
the end customer. The device works great for many
years but due to the upcoming end of support of
Windows XP it becomes
necessary to upgrade to
a newer version of Windows Embedded.
Normally this would mean
that a complete new device must be sold to the
end customer because
the regular licensing process does not allow end
users to change the OS
image.
To still enable an upgrade
to the new OS version, Microsoft offers a Field Upgrade process. With the

Field Upgrade it is possible to create a new OS
image based, for example
on Windows Embedded
Industry 8 Pro Retail. Buy
special Field Upgrade licenses from Elbacom and
ship the recovery media
with the Field Upgrade license stickers on them to
the end customer.
The end user is then allowed to upgrade the existing device to the new
operating system version
by using the recovery media.
An alternate process is
also available in case the
OS upgrade image is
only available as a digital download. In this case
the OEM buys the Field
Upgrade licenses from
Elbacom and keeps the

licenses internally on a
safe place. Then he maps
each license to an end users device that should be
upgraded to the new OS
(e.g. by noting the serial
number of the device).
The end user will receive
an invoice copy of the license purchase from the
OEM.
After that the end customer is allowed to download
the new operating system
image and upgrade the
device.

Migration Paths

Field Upgrades are available for most embedded operating systems.
However newer versions
of the OS must be within
the same OS category.
That means, that an ex-

isting Windows Embedded POSReady 2009 image can only be updated
to Windows Embedded
POSReady 7 or Windows
Embedded 8 Industry
Pro Retail. An upgrade
to Windows Embedded 8
Pro is not possible.
Microsoft provides a full
list of possible migration
paths that can be used for
a field upgrade on MyOEM.
If the field upgrade is
possible then the CLA
(Customer License Agreement) version 5.x does already include all the necessary terms.
The field upgrade licenses
are special licenses that
need to be ordered. Elbacom helps to find the correct license number.

Migration Paths

This is an excerpt of possible migration paths for the Industry, Standard and Enterprise products.
The full list and effective list is available on MyOEM.
Any of the products listed below can be upgraded to a newer version of the same category.
Industry, POSReady and Windows Embedded for Point of Service
Windows Embedded for Point of Service 1.1, Windows Embedded POSReady 2009,
Windows Embedded POSReady 7, Windows Embedded 8 Industry Pro Retail,
Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro Retail
Standard
Windows XP Embedded, Windows Embedded Standard 2009, Windows Embedded Standard 7,
Windows Embedded 8 Standard
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OEM

End User

OEM sells device

OEM develops
device based on
a Windows
Embedded version

OEM buys runtime
license from Elbacom
and attaches it on
the device

new Windows Embedded version available
Time
OEM develops
image based on a
newer Windows
Embedded version

OEM buys
field upgrade license
from Elbacom

Variant #1

OEM ships recovery
media containing the
new OS version with
attached field upgrade license
stickers on it to the end customer

OEM ships
licensed
recovery
media

End user upgrades
existing device with
recovery media

Variant #2

OEM provides update
as digital download.
OEM keeps field upgrade
licenses locally.
OEM keeps records of which
license belong to which
end user device (serial number)

OEM notifies
end user
to upgrade.
OEM sends proof of license
purchase to end user
(invoice copy)

End user upgrades
existing device via
digital download
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tutorial
The Deployment Image
Servicing and Management tool (DISM) has become very powerful since
its introduction with Windows 7. With the new version that comes with Windows 8, DISM also includes
features of the Windows
Imaging API. This allows
the usage of DISM to capture images of Windows
installations, volumes or
directories. The captured
data is stored in a WIM file
(Windows Image). A WIM
file can contain a single
image or multiple images.
The advantage of the format is that it is file-based.
Therefore there is no problem if the target volume
has a different size as the
deployment process is also
just file based.
A WIM file is also compressed and it will store
identical files in multiple
images only once. Therefore it is possible to capture
multiple, for example Windows Embedded 8 installations into a single WIM file.
The WIM file will only store
the differences between
the installations.
All necessary DISM commands to create and deploy images are listed in
the box on the right.
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Create and deploy an image using DISM
Capture an image
DISM /Capture-Image /CaptureDir:<VolumeToCapture>
/ImageFile:<ImageFile.WIM> /Name:<Image Name>
DISM /Capture-Image /CaptureDir:C:\ /ImageFile:D:\WE8S.wim
/Name:Master
Deploy an image
DISM /Apply-Image /ImageFile:<ImageFile.WIM>
/Index:<IndexOfImage> /ApplyDir:<TargetVolume>
DISM /Apply-Image /ImageFile:D:\WE8S.wim /Index:1
/ApplyDir:C:\
List images within a WIM file
DISM /Get-WimInfo /WimFile:<ImageFile.WIM>
DISM /Get-WimInfo /WimFile:D:\WE8S.wim
Get detailled information about an image within a WIM file
DISM /Get-WimInfo /WimFile:<ImageFile.WIM>
/Index:<IndexOfImage>
DISM /Get-WimInfo /WimFile:D:\WE8S.wim /Index:1
Mount WIM file for editing
DISM /Mount-WIM /WimFile:<ImageFile.WIM> /Index:<IndexOfImage>
/MountDir:<EmptyDirectoryToMountImage>
DISM /Mount-WIM /WimFile:D:\WE8S.wim /Index:1
/MountDir:C:\mount
Unmount WIM file
DISM /Unmount-WIM /MountDir:<MountDirOfWIM> /Commit|Discard
DISM /Unmount-WIM /MountDir:C:\mount /Commit
Commit will persist all changes in the WIM made to the image in the mount directory. Discard will undo all changes leaving the WIM in its original state.
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